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Abstract:
Court of Justice of European Union (hereinafter CJEU) recently rendered a decision dealing with 
organizational issues of judiciary, where such internal organization of a distinctive Member 
States had an impact on functioning and application of European Union (hereinafter EU) rules. 
Particularity of this decision in the framework of judicial cooperation in civil matters is that 
unlike usual conflict of jurisdiction among courts situated in several different Member States, 
here the problem is with the conflict of jurisdiction of the courts situated within one and the same 
Member State. 
This paper elaborates on the function and nature of rules of international and internal juris-
diction; concentration of jurisdiction in family matters – both at universal and European level, 
with particular interest in child abduction matters; CJEU ruling in case C-498/14 of 9 January 
2015. In the end authors question whether the Member States are still free to enact internal rules 
that influence rules on jurisdiction enacted with EU regulation, if such rules are impeding the 
functioning on internal EU legal order.
Keywords:   child abduction, interest of child, EU legal order, cross-border family matters, con-
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i. iNtroDUCtioN 
Court of Justice of european Union (hereinafter CJeU) recently rendered a decision 
dealing with organizational issues of judiciary, where such internal organization of a 
member states has an impact on functioning and application of european Union (herein-
after eU) rules. particularity of this decision in the framework of judicial cooperation in 
civil matters is that unlike usual conflict of jurisdiction among courts situated in several 
different member states, here the problem is with the conflict of jurisdiction of the courts 
situated within one and the same member state. 
This ruling has opened doctrinal and practical issues, some of them are to be dealt 
here. First of all, question on the function and nature of rules of international and internal 
jurisdiction occurs. interplay of these factors is in forefront of Chapter 2 of this paper. 
principle of functionality is in adjudicating cross-border family matters best reflected 
through rules on concentration of jurisdiction. as they are advocated both on universal 
(Hague conference of private international law) and european level, paper would present 
the current state of fact as well as costs and benefits of such centralization of jurisdiction 
in settling child abduction cases (Chapter 3). paper would further present the CJeU ruling 
in case C-498/14 of 9 January 2015 (Chapter 4).Chapter 5 contains remarks on several 
questions: are member states still free to enact internal rules that influence rules on juris-
diction enacted with eU regulation, are such rules impeding the functioning on internal 
eU legal order?
ii.  regUlatory sCHeme For rUles oN iNterNal / 
iNterNatioNal JUrisDiCtioN
in comparison to internal, in international dispute settlement jurisdictional issues have 
different function and relevance. Determining international jurisdiction is the first step 
that assures that dispute is settled within one national juridical system.1For this utmost 
importance, regulation of international jurisdiction was in the past perceived as purely 
autonomous national issue. international jurisdiction rules were settled within national 
law, pertaining to internal legal sources.2at international level such standing was long 
preserved within multilateral as well as bilateral international conventions. if one inspects 
the Hague conference on private international law (hereinafter HCCH) system, until the 
end of 20th century conventions contained only „indirect“ international jurisdiction – i.e., 
among the rules on recognition and enforcement legislator prescribed the desirable juris-
1   Đ. vuković, e. Kunštek, Međunarodno građansko postupovno pravo, Zagreb, Zgombić & partneri, 2005 
2   s. triva, v. belajec, m. Dika, Građansko parnično procesno pravo, Zagreb, Narodne Novine, 2004, p. 259.
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dictions as a precondition for a judgement to be recognized in other contracting states! 
Contracting states are thus not directly obliged to alter their national rules on direct juris-
diction to align them with conventional (indirect) rules, but such development is desirable 
and self-evident.3
although it has long been argued that true unification results would be achieved only 
with convention double, reaching such compromise on a global scale faced hardship. 
states with no political and economic relations and diverse standing on most appropriate 
criteria for determining jurisdiction clashed in the course of attempts to adopt the Hague 
judgments convention of 1999, which in the end failed adoption.4 with exception of 1996 
Hague Child protection measures Convention,5 the indirect system is retained in HCCH 
conventions system, also in the most recent 2007 Convention on the international recov-
ery of Child support and other Forms of Family maintenance.6
Due to harmonizing activity of european Community member states reached the 
agreement that free circulation of judgements could only be achieved if unified rules on 
the international jurisdiction exist. it was first confirmed with early adopted 1968 brus-
sels convention which is convention double.7 eU has in the subsequent era significantly 
altered national systems of direct international jurisdiction. it has over the years enacted 
regulations dealing with wide range of subject matters, preserving the room for inter-
national jurisdictional rules deriving from national sources only to small array. if the in-
spection of the area of “civil and commercial matters” is narrowed to family matters, one 
realizes that variety of layers are however introduced. There is still a possibility to apply 
national jurisdictional criteria in divorce and parental responsibility matters if according 
to rules of jurisdiction prescribed by the Council regulation (eC) No 2201/2003 of 27 No-
vember 2003 concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments 
in matrimonial matters and the matters of parental responsibility, repealing regulation 
(eC) No 1347/20008 (hereinafter regulation 2201/2003, brussels ii bis regulation) no oth-
3   m. verwilghen, Explanatory Report on the 1973 Hague Maintenance Conventions, HCCH publications, 
1975, note 47.
4   r. brand, „Jurisdictional common ground: in search of a global convention“, in J. a.r.  Nafziger, s. symeon-
ides (eds.), Law and justice in a multi-state world: essays in honor of Arthur T. von Mehren, ardsley, 2002, 
p. 11 et.seq.
5   as the Convention of 19 october 1996 on Jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition, enforcement and 
Co-operation in respect of parental responsibility and measures for the protection of Children,  https://
www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/full-text/?cid=70, (accessed on 30 December 2015).
6   Hague Convention of 23 November 2007 on the international recovery of Child support and other 
Forms of Family maintenance, https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/specialised-sections/
child-support , (accessed on 30 December 2015).
7   Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (consolidat-
ed version) oJ l 299, 31.12.1972, p. 0032 – 0042.
8  oJ l 338 , 23.12.2003, p. 0001 – 0029.
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er member state has jurisdiction (article 6-7, article 14). on the other hand, in maters on 
maintenance obligations rules of international jurisdiction deriving from national sources 
have been abolished with enactment of Council regulation (eC) No 4/2009of 18 Decem-
ber 2008on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and 
cooperation in matters relating to maintenance obligations9 (hereinafter maintenance 
regulation). CJeU has given many decisions in preliminary ruling procedure where it 
clearly stated that no national interpretation of unified jurisdictional rules is acceptable: 
uniform interpretation which is in accordance to ratio of eU regulation is advocated. all 
of these figures clearly point to the fact that member states have lost the grounds to enact 
/ interpret rules in area on international jurisdiction falling under rationae materiae eU 
competence. Despite to it, the first preliminary ruling procedure regarding maintenance 
regulation poses new questions on interplay of rules on internal and international juris-
diction, which would be dealt with further in this paper.
iii.  CoNCeNtratioN oF JUrisDiCtioN iN aDJUDiCatiNg 
Cross-borDer Family matters 
Concentration of jurisdiction by definition means that within certain national juris-
diction a particular court or a limited number of courts can deal with distinctive is-
sue.10although concentration of jurisdiction has its roots in child abduction matters, it 
is getting ground in wider area of family matters. in some jurisdictions it has long term 
tradition to diverse cross-border family matters,11 whereas in some states concentration 
of jurisdiction has been employed as a court organizational scheme for implementing 
international treaties.12 some eU member states have introduced the system of concen-
9  oJ l 7/1, 10.1.2009.
10   There are various models of performing concentration of jurisdiction. basics models are:
a)  jurisdiction of a court of higher level (appellate court)
b)  jurisdictions of specialized family courts
c)  jurisdiction of one/several first instance courts.
11   see g. a. serghides, „Cyprus” p. 11, b. greenberger, “israel”, p. 19, D. p. Cedeno, “panama”, p. 21, m. e. 
giménez d allen, “paraguay”, p. 22, in „Concentration of jurisdiction under the Hague Convention of 25 
october 1980 on the Civil aspects of international Child abduction“, special edition of The Judges’ News-
letter on International Child Protection, vol. XX / summer-autumn 2013. 
12   luxembourg Convention of 20 may 1980 on recognition and enforcement of Decisions concerning 
Custody of Children and on restoration of Custody of Children (belgium, bulgaria, Finland, germany, 
Hungary), Hague Convention of 29 may 1993 on protection of Children and Co-operation in respect of 
intercountry adoption (bulgaria, Canada (through the Canadian networks of Judges), China (Hong Kong 
sar) and Finland); Hague Convention of 19 october 1996 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition, 
enforcement and Cooperation in respect of parental responsibility and measures for the protection of 
Children (Canada, Finland and germany); Hague Convention of 13 January 2000 on the international 
protection of adults (germany); Hague Convention of 23 November 2007 on the international recovery 
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tration as well as for eU instruments in child related matters. belgium, bulgaria, Cyprus, 
Finland, France, germany, Hungary, Netherlands, sweden and the United Kingdom have 
employed it regarding the regulation 2201/2003,13 whereas germany did it in respect of 
maintenance regulation. exactly the first preliminary ruling procedure regarding main-
tenance regulation posed new questions on interplay of rules on internal and interna-
tional jurisdiction. 
in joined cases C-400/13 and C-408/1314  requests for preliminary ruling were made 
from the amtsgericht Düsseldorf and the amtsgericht Karlsruhe (germany) whether 
according to the interpretation of the article 3(a) and (b) of Council regulation (eC) 
No 4/2009 of 18 December 2008 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforce-
ment of decisions and cooperation in matters relating to maintenance obligations para-
graph 28(1) of the aUg is contrary to article 3(a) and (b) of regulation No 4/2009. in 
order to understand the cases at hand as well as the decision of the CJeU it is necessary 
to state the facts of the cases.
These cases have arisen in two disputes relating to claims for maintenance payments, 
first, between miss sanders, a minor represented by her mother, ms sanders, and mr 
verhaegen, miss sanders’ father and, second, between mrs Huber and her husband, mr 
Huber, from whom mrs Huber is separated. Those claims were brought, respectively, 
before the amtsgericht (local court of first instance) of the german towns in which the 
maintenance creditors concerned habitually reside. amtsgericht Düsseldorf and the 
amtsgericht Karlsruhe, accoding to a provision implementing in german law the cases 
to which article  3(a) and (b) of regulation No  4/2009 refers, declined jurisdiction in 
favour of the amtsgericht in the town of the seat of the oberlandesgericht (Higher re-
gional Court) in whose area of jurisdiction those applicants reside.
in its decision the CJeU took the view that article 3(b) of regulation No 4/2009 must 
be interpreted as precluding national legislation such as that at issue in the main pro-
ceedings which establishes a centralization of judicial jurisdiction in matters relating 
to cross-border maintenance obligations in favor of a first instance court which has ju-
risdiction for the seat of the appeal court, “except where that rule helps to achieve the 
objective of a proper administration of justice and protects the interests of maintenance 
creditors while promoting the effective recovery of such claims, which is, however, a 
matter for the referring courts to verify”. [48]
of Child support and other Forms of Family maintenance (Canada). lortie, Introduction. Concentration 
of jurisdiction, p. 3.
13   belgium, bulgaria, Cyprus, Finland, France, germany, Hungary, Netherlands, sweden and the United King-
dom (england & wales and Northern ireland), lortie, Introduction. Concentration of jurisdcition, p. 3.
14   Joined Cases C-400/13 and C-408/13 sanders and Huber [2014]
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CJeU placed a heavy test before each specialized court: in every case they have to 
question whether centralized jurisdiction is in balance with other justified principle, par-
ticularly the proper administration of justice and access to justice. 
iv.  CHilD abDUCtioN as prototype For CoNCeNtratioN 
oF JUrisDiCtioN 
4.1.  Legal background
in settling cross border disputes in family matters concentration of jurisdictions is 
best established in child abduction area. it’s great impact on child abduction regime can 
best be justified if we acknowledge the nature and function of the Convention on the Civil 
aspects of international Child abduction concluded at the Hague on 25 october 1980 
(hereinafter: 1980 Hague Child abduction Convention). it is not a typical private inter-
national law treaty that is enacted to deal with merits in child related cases. i recall to an 
interesting comparison: it is more like an ambulance car that comes into play in emergen-
cy situation, if one of the parents retains or removes the child against the will of the other 
parent.15 The return of a child to jurisdiction of his habitual residence prior to wrongful 
retention or removal is to be ordered by a court of refugee within 6 weeks of the initiation 
of the return procedure. in exceptional cases court of refugee can decide to refuse a return 
of a child, but defences to mandatory return must be dealt with extreme caution.16 to be 
able to adjudicate child abduction proceedings in terms of rendering a quality decision 
and in terms of rendering a decision within timeframe of 6 weeks, a judge must have 
certain knowledge and expertise. if no particular rule exists, such a demanding case file 
can end up with a first instance judge not even specialized to family matters, a judge that 
deals with various civil claims or even insolvency at the same time. such authority cannot 
perform to serve the child friendly justice. The more judicial or administrative authorities 
that have jurisdiction, the more scattered the experience will be among the judges con-
cerned and there will be less consistency of legal practice.17
15   N. lowe, m. Nicholls, m. everall, International Movement of Children: Law Practice and Procedure, bris-
tol, Jordan publishing, 2006, p. 196 et.seq.
16   r. schuz, The Hague Child Abduction Convention, oxford, Hart publishing, p. 223-369; lowe, Interna-
tional movement of children, p. 291-370.
17   The issues, conclusions and and recommendations of lepCa (lawyers in europe on parental Child ab-
duction). Centrum internationale Kinderontvoeringreport 2014, p. 6, http://www.lepca.eu/uploads/re-
port%20lepCa%202014.pdf, (accessed on 22 october 2015).
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in order to present the full picture of child abduction regime in eU, one must explain 
the function and nature of several rules inserted into brussels ii bis regulation.18Namely, 
detailed rules adopted by regulation are designed to enhance, as regards relations be-
tween the member states, the effectiveness of the arrangements established by the 1980 
Hague Convention. These rules remain applicable within the european Union. arti-
cle 11(1) of the brussels ii bis regulation sets a rule that if a child is wrongfully removed 
or retained in another member state holders of the rights of custody can apply for the 
child’s return to the competent authorities in that state. such request is based on the 1980 
Hague Convention. room to refuse the return of a child is for the courts of the member 
state to which the child has been removed narrowed by the brussels ii bis regulation. 
article 11(3) to (5) of the brussels ii bis regulation clearly marks that general rule is the 
return of the child without delay, and refusal is merely an exception. Court can oppose his 
or her return in specific, duly justified cases, in particular, if ‘there is a grave risk that his 
or her return would expose the child to physical or psychological harm’, as prescribed by 
article 13b of the 1980 Child abduction Convention.19Unlike the Convention system, in 
system of the brussels ii bis regulation where the court concerned opposes return, that 
does not automatically bring the dispute concerning the return to an end. Namely, „such 
a decision could be replaced by a subsequent decision by the court of the member state 
of habitual residence of the child prior to the wrongful removal or retention“. as argued 
by some commentators, judgment refusing the return of a child is to a certain degree 
only a provisional decision. in the system of regulation the jurisdiction is retained with 
the courts of the merits established under article 8 which would in general have the final 
word on the parental responsibility issue. in the context of this paper rules that also depart 
from 1980 Child abduction Convention system, which are embodied in article 11 (7)-(8) 
present a cornerstone of recent CJeU ruling. These rules would be tightly explained later 
in the paper.
4.2.  Prevalence of concentrated jurisdiction in child abduction matters 
turning to concentration issues in national legislation, even before child abduction 
convention was enacted several states employed such organization of judiciary. in some 
contracting states it came along with the implementation of the 1980 Child abduction 
Convention,20 and is one of the aspects of english/welsh system most applauded by the 
HCCH community. Considerable number of states enacted the system following the rat-
18   explanatory memorandum of the proposal of the brussels ii bis regulation, presented on 3 may 2002 by 
the Commission [Com(2002) 222 final, oJ 2002 C 203 e, p. 161].
19   recital 17 of the regulation 
20   China (Hong Kong sar), Finland, south africa and the United Kingdom (england & walesand Northern 
ireland), in ph. lortie, „introduction. Concentration of jurisdiction under the Hague Convention of 25 
october 1980 on the Civil aspects of international Child abduction“, The Judges’ Newsletter on Interna-
tional Child Protection, vol. XX / summer-autumn 2013, p. 2-3.
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ification of 1980 Child abduction Convention.21However, around 50 states still haven’t 
concentrated jurisdiction to these matters. Currently, out of 93 contracting states less 
than half have concentrated jurisdictions. most states have enacted it rather recently, in-
fluenced by its positive effects on procedures in child abduction cases.
if we narrow the focus down to european Union, we may see that in majority of euro-
pean countries, jurisdiction was more or less concentrated in international parental child 
abduction cases.22most recent example of introduction of concentrated jurisdiction is the 
spain23whereas Croatia is still among the countries where jurisdiction to child abduction 
is not concentrated.
Concentration of jurisdiction for child abduction cases is advocated widely: academics 
and policy are attracting attention on importance and desirability that a concentration of 
jurisdiction is brought into force in worldwide,24 but also particularly within eU. europe-
an Commission practice guide on application of 2201/2003 regulation states: 
“although the organisation of courts falls outside the scope of the regulation, the ex-
periences of member states which have concentrated jurisdiction to hear cases under the 
1980 Hague Convention in a limited number of courts or judges are positive and show an 
increase in quality and efficiency.”25
Concentration of jurisdiction in child abduction matters has been emphasized as par-
ticularly desirable regional iniciative in asia-pacific26 as well western balkans region.27 
The positive experience of several countries that have concentrated jurisdiction over 
Hague return cases to a limited number of courts and judges has been widely recognised 
by judges. Concentration of jurisdiction is however scarcely elaborated by doctrine. lead-
21   belgium, bulgaria, Dominican republic, France, germany, Netherlands, sweden and switzerland. lortie, 
Introduction. Concentration of jurisdiction, p. 2-3. 
22   „Cross-border parental child abduction in the european Union, european parilament - study for the 
libe Committee“, 2015, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/regData/etudes/stUD/2015/510012/ipol_
stU(2015)510012_eN.pdf, (accessed on 30 December 2015), pp. 74-75. 
23   law 15/2015 de Jurisdicción voluntaria, 2.7.2015. http://www.jordanpublishing.co.uk/practice-areas/
international-family-law/news_and_comment/child-abduction-specific-legislation-in-spain#.vooxkpn-
hDiU, (accessed on 30 December 2015).
24   lortie, Introduction. Concentration of jurisdiction, p. 2.
25   practice guide for the application of the brussels iia regulation, p. 50 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/civil/
files/brussels_ii_practice_guide_en.pdf, (accessed on 22 october 2015).
26   towards the well-being of the Child Through the Hague Child abduction and protection of Children 
Conventions:  an asia pacific symposium macao, China. Thursday 25 to Friday 26 June 2015. HCCH, 
note 8.  www.hcchconventions-macausymposium.org/, (accessed on 22 october 2015).
27   m. Župan, (ed./ur.), Private International Law in the Jurisprudence of European Courts – Family at Focus 
/ međunarodno privatno pravo u praksi  europskih sudova – obitelj u fokusu, osijek, Faculty of law J.
J.strossmayer University of osijek, 2015. at: http://www.pravos.unios.hr/katedra-medunarodnog-privat-
nog-prava/recent-updates, (accessed on 15 December 2015).
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ing readings on Child abduction cases advocate concentration of jurisdiction, but do not 
provide for a broader discussion.28
4.3.  Judicial specialization in child abduction matters
Concentration can lead to new level of specialization.29such specialization would en-
tail that within court designated to adjudicate child abduction matters another concen-
tration is proceeded and only one or more specialised judges are responsible for child 
abduction cases.30
in order to further explore the matter of concentration of jurisdiction in child abduc-
tion, especially the cost and benefits of such approach, it is necessary to first explain its 
interrelation to judicial specialization which is regularly implied in the idea of concentra-
tion of jurisdiction. Thereby, there are two aspects of judicial specialization which need to 
be taken into account. Firstly, in member states there is no coherent approach to judicial 
specialization, and while in some member states there is a low level of judicial specializa-
tion (Czech republic, Denmark, estonia, the Netherlands) in other there is a large num-
ber of specialized courts which are different in nature (belgium, Finland, germany).31 This 
illustrates the difference in attitudes of national legislators towards judicial specialization. 
secondly, although there is a customary perception of specialization as division of work 
between courts into several branches of jurisdiction that have separate appellate instanc-
es and form a separate pyramid of hierarchical institutions (jurisdictional specialization; 
judicial specialization in narrow sense), there are several other categories of specialization 
that need to be considered. a possibility for the parties to have their disputes decided by 
specialized judges may be provided within a ‘specialized’ court but also within a separate 
division or unit within a ‘generalist’ court. since parties are unaware of the internal divi-
sion because they are only required to approach the territorially competent court, and the 
distribution of cases will be done internally, this category of specialization could be con-
sidered to be internal specialization. when different skills, approaches and competences 
of judges are taken into account when assigning disputes to judges, it is a case of person-
al specialization. Procedural specialization occurs if special methods or ways of solving 
disputes which are regulated or prescribed by law are used in order to resolve a case by 
different specialized courts or judges.32
28  schuz, The Hague Child abduction Convention, p. 39.
29   bulgaria, germany, israel, south africa and the United Kingdom (england & wales and Northern ireland)).
30   e. silvestri, „Judicial specialization: in search of the ‘right’ Judge for each Case?“ Russian Law Journal 
volume ii, issue 4, 2014., p. 167.
31   see Uzelac, alan, mixed blessing, of Judicial specialisation: The Devil is in the Detail, Russian Law Jour-
nal, volume ii, issue 4, 2014., p. 146-164, at p. 151.
32  see Uzelac, p. 148-149.
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Different approaches towards specialization in national legal systems lead to different 
expectations in terms of the fashion in which justice will be administrated. also, depend-
ing on whether specialization implies only internal, procedural or personal specializa-
tion or even a combination of several categories it will bring different results in achieving 
ability of the courts to deal with complex and delicate cases (such as cross-border family 
matters) in efficient and expeditious manner. 
in this sense, it should be noted that in relation to concentration of jurisdiction judicial 
specialization obviously cannot be understood unambiguously as entrusting specialist 
judges with adjudicating disputes within a particular court or a limited number of courts. 
Having that in mind, along with other costs and benefits of concentration of jurisdiction, 
divergences caused by differences in approach towards judicial specialization in national 
legal systems of the member states should be expected. Thereby, the main obstacles to a 
more coherent approach towards judicial specialization in member states are caused by 
the inability to detect a common set of criteria which must be followed in the choice of 
judges and their respective virtues and values as well as matters to which specialization 
should be applied.33
4.4. Cost and benefit  of concentrated jurisdictions 
principal advantages of concentration of jurisdiction in child abduction can be divided 
to several categories:34
-   advantages for court system 
-   clear system of jurisdiction is established
-   efficient case management is introduced
-   reviews of performance are facilitated
-   advantages for policy principles of Hague Child abduction Conventions
-   expeditors return procedure has positive effects to main operational princi-
ples of the Convention 
33  see silvestri, p. 167.
34   p. beaumont, p.mceleavy, The Hague Convention on International Child Abduction, oxford, oxford Uni-
versity press, 1999, p. 260; guide to good practice under the Hague Convention of 25 october 1980 on the 
Civil aspects of international Child abduction. part ii – implemeNtiNg measUres, Hague Confer-
ence on private international law 2003; J. yokoyama, „a Japanese implementation bill for the 1980 Child 
abduction Convention“, in  A Commitment to Private International Law. Essays in honour of Hans van 
Loon / Un engagement au service du droit international privé. Mélanges en l’honneur de Hans van Loon, 
permanent bureau of the HCCH, intersentia, 2013, p. 664; schuz, The Hague Child abduction Conven-
tion op.cit. p. 39.
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-   advantages to adjudication process
-   elimination of any confusion as to the competent court and the law applicable 
-   improvement in relation to the quality of the decisions;
-   accumulation of experience among the judges concerned;
-   creation of a high level of interdisciplinary understanding of Convention ob-
jectives (particularly distinction from custody proceedings)
-   child-friendly justice
-   improvement in relation to duration of the proceedings;
-   mitigation against delay;
-   consistency of practice by judges and lawyers
-   consistency and coherency in the case law
-   enhanced legal certainty 
-   development of mutual confidence
-   people have greater confidence in trusting justice and its institutions
-   between judges and authorities in different legal systems
-   facilitates judicial liaison.
main disadvantages are:
-   not always practical for geographical reasons (particularly large countries);
-   encounters problems with enforcement,35 that can be various:
-   if there is a specialised enforcement court the possible benefits of a concen-
tration of jurisdiction at the enforcement stage should be balanced against the 
advantages of proximity of the enforcement court to the place of enforcement 
(enforcement court has to be close to the scene of enforcement-location of a 
child, thus selection of appropriate measure of enforcement is facilitated and 
cooperation and surveillance of local enforcement officers is assured).
-   if a concentration of jurisdiction at the level of the courts is not supplemented 
by a concentration of competence at the level of the 
35   guide to good practice under the Hague Convention of 25 october 1980 on the Civil aspects of in-
ternational Child abduction, part iv – enforcement, https://www.hcch.net/en/news-archive/de-
tails/?varevent=201, (accessed on 30 December 2015),  p. 11-13.
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a)   enforcement officers, problems may encounter as working routines which 
have developed between a court and the competent local enforcement of-
ficers may differ from one district to another; 
b)   other professionals involved in enforcement (e.g., child protection author-
ities), problems may encounter. Therefore it is advisable that even concen-
tration of child protection authority is introduced.  
-   in both above mentioned situations co-operation between new partners is 
established only for one particular case; communication should be clearly and 
explicitly prescribed or agreed; benefit can be that there are no personal con-
tacts that could deprive professionalism of handling the case – particularly 
having in mind the sensitives of return procedure. 
4.5.  Challenging concentration of jurisdiction in child abduction matter – CJEU in  
Bradbrook v. Aleksandrowicz36
CJeU was asked by Cour d’appel de bruxelles (belgium) to give a preliminary ruling 
to clarify the interpretation of article 11(7) and (8) in relation to assigning jurisdiction 
to a specialist court to consider a child abduction case, even though another court of the 
same member state is already seized in parental responsibility proceedings to the merits. 
in order to understand the cases at hand as well as the decision of the CJeU it is necessary 
to state the facts of the cases.
The father is an english national who lives in belgium. The mother is a polish national 
who lives in poland, where she gave birth to their child. subsequently mother and a child 
moved to belgium, but only the mother has a parental responsibility, she lived with a child 
while the father had regular contacts with the child. mother and a child went to poland for 
holidays, and remained there, whereas father applied to a juvenile court seeking custody 
over the child, as well as for prohibition of leaving belgium. First instance court retained 
the custody with the mother, and contacts with the father. Father appealed the decision, 
but also initiated return of a child through Hague Child abduction procedure, along the 
regulation 2201/2003. polish court reached the conclusion that the child had its habitual 
residence in belgium, but the polish judge issued a decision of non-return in accordance 
to article 13 of the Hague Convention. This polish decision was transmitted to the bel-
gian authorities in accordance to 11(6) of the regulation 2201/2003. in accordance to bel-
gian law the case file was allocated to a family Court of First instance, and after the entry 
into force of the new law (Loi de 30 juillet portant la creation d’un tribunal de la famille et 
de la jeunesse) the case was reallocated to the pertinent specialized Court.
36   Case C-498/14 ppU Bradbrooke [2015]
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at that moment parallel proceedings occurred, as the second instance court proce-
dure was pending in the first custody case to which father has appealed. belgian court 
of appeal which was seized by a father in the child return application asked the CJeU to 
clarify whether article 11(7) and (8) shall be interpreted as precluding the possibility that 
a member state favours the specialization of courts in cases of parental abduction to the 
procedure set forth in the same provisions, even when a court or a tribunal has already 
been seized of substantive proceedings relating to parental responsibility.
Details of the legal background of the case follow. relevant articles 11(6) – (8) of 
brussels ii bis regulation serve in situations of child abduction within eU. These rules up-
grade the system introduced by Hague Child abduction Convention, and aim to foster the 
child abduction return mechanism among member states. provision sets that if a judge 
of a member state delivers a non-return decision pursuant to article 13 of Hague Child 
abduction Convention, a copy of that decision must be sent to the authority competent 
to decide upon the case or to the central authority where the child was habitually resident 
immediately before being wrongfully removed of retained. receiving court or central au-
thority must notify the parties of such decision and invite them to make submissions to 
the court, in accordance with national law, within three months of the date of notification. 
Upon such submission that court can still review the case and hinder a final ruling on 
custody of the child. pursuant to article 11(8) such judgement on merits overrules the 
non-return order of a refugee court, moreover, such judgement is automatically enforce-
able according to article 42.
at present case, the internal rule on specialization with concentrated jurisdiction led 
to uncertainty in application of the regulation. Therefore, the first question for the CJeU 
is whether a member state is permitted to opt for a specialisation of courts which are 
to have jurisdiction in that regard, even where proceedings of which the subject-mat-
ter is parental responsibility with respect to the child who has been wrongfully removed 
are already pending before another court of that state. The other question was whether 
the national law that is removing, from the court seized of proceedings on the substance 
of parental responsibility jurisdiction to give judgment on the custody of the child, de-
spite the fact that this court has jurisdiction under the regulation, is compatible with the 
regulation. 
The mere referring court is keen to accept the interpretation that national rules pres-
ent an obstacle to smooth application of the regulation, whereas both the belgian gov-
ernment, Commission and the advocate general (hereinafter ag) Jääskinen supported 
the contrary argument. 
as previously stated by CJeU in the context of brussels Convention,37  and later in 
the context of child abduction under regulation brussels ii bis: “even if the object of the 
37   Case C-365/88 Hagan [1990] eCr i-1845, paragraphs 19 and 20; Case C-68/93 shevill and others [1995] 
eCr i-415, paragraph 36 and Case C-159/02 turner [2004] eCr i-3565, paragraph 29.
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regulation is not to unify the rules of substantive law and of procedure of the different 
member states, it is nevertheless important that the application of those national rules 
does not prejudice its useful effect”.38 in order to put these two sides into balance, and 
to answer the questions put before the CJeU, ag Jääskinen takes a closer look to provi-
sion of the regulation and conducts it’s a teleological interpretation. article 11(6) states 
there is an obligation to inform ‘the court with jurisdiction or the central authority in the 
member state where the child was habitually resident’ and to send immediately a copy of 
that order and copies of all relevant documents, all ‘as determined by national law’. ag 
Jääskinen states:
“given the wording of article 11(6), which does not have as one of its objectives 
the identification of which court, among those situated within the territory to the 
member state where the child was habitually resident, ought to receive the infor-
mation referred to in that provision, i consider that there can be scarcely any doubt 
that each member state has the option of designating, by adopting a domestic rule 
concerning jurisdiction, the national court which is to be the recipient.”39
Concern raised by the referring court is whether the national rules that allow differ-
ent courts to rule on these matters is justified by the regulation, as they advocate that 
according to the first clause of article 11(7) the notification procedure is required ‘[u]
nless the courts of the member state where the child was habitually resident immediately 
before the wrongful removal or retention have already been seized by one of the parties’, 
which they find reaffirmed in the recital 18 of the preamble to the regulation: ‘unless the 
court in [the member state where the child was habitually resident immediately before 
the wrongful removal or retention] has been seized, this court, or the central authority, 
should notify the parties’. referring court argues that the eU legislature wanted to main-
tain the jurisdiction of a court in that member state which was in the position of being 
already seized of a dispute that relates to parental responsibility of a wrongfully retained 
child, in accordance with the general rule of perpetuatio fori. several relevant academic 
sources40as well as european Commission practice guide41supports such interpretation. 
ag remains with rather vague ground in its explanation on the wording of article 11(7) 
38   Case C-195/08 ppU Rinau [2008] and case C-211/10 ppU Povse [2010]
39  ag Jääskinen opinion [44].
40   p. mceleavy, „The New Child abduction regime in the european Union: symbiotic relationship or Forced 
partnership?“, Journal of Private International Law, No 1, 2005, p. 30;  U. magnus, p. mankowski (eds.) 
Brussels II bis Regulation, munich, sellier european law publishers, 2012, p. 142 et seq.
41   ‘if a court in the member state of origin has previously issued a judgment concerning the child in question, 
the documents shall in principle be transmitted to that court. in the absence of a judgment, the informa-
tion shall be sent to the court which is competent according to the law of that member state“. practice 
guide, p. 58.
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and prior seizing of a court. even though ag was previously in favour of a more general 
wording of article 11(7), here he argues that „the qualification in recital 18 relates to the 
prior seizing not of any court whatsoever of the member state where the child was ha-
bitually resident, without any distinction, but of a specific court, namely that court which 
has jurisdiction in that member state to receive the file relating to the non-return order“.42
However, the position taken he defences arguing that these provisions are a qualifi-
cation that is to be red differently, not merely by grammatical interpretation of the law, 
but rather in conjunction to other CJeU rulings.43CJeU judicature to this field is founded 
on protection of fundamental rights of the child, its best interest principle deriving from 
UN CrC convention and what is reaffirmed with article 24(2) and (3) of the Charter of 
Fundamental rights of the european Union (hereinafter Charter). best interest of a child 
is further envisaged by the regulation rules aiming to enhance prompt and efficient pro-
cedures in child related matters. several rules are in the context of child abduction serving 
that principle. Firstly, rule of article 11(3) set a six weeks after the application is lodged for 
the court seized of an application for return to issue a decision. secondly, rule of article 
11(6) requires the notification on the non-return decision done within one month of the 
date of the non-return order’. Thirdly, article 11(7) sets a new timeframe for the parties 
to make submissions within three months of the date of recieving the information on 
non-return order. 
However, these rules are indefinite while making a reference to the provisions of „na-
tional law“: they do not speak of the construction of national judicial system. Concretely, 
article 11(6) as regards the communication of information on the non-return order to the 
competent authorities in the member state where the child was habitually resident, as well 
as article 11(7) as regards the requirements pertaining to the notification of that informa-
tion to the parties and the invitation to the parties to make submissions to the court having 
jurisdiction. These rules are indefinite in comparison to the wording of maintenance reg-
ulation which refers to „the court for the place where the creditor is habitually resident“. 
These facts are by ag opinion sufficient to justify that the brussels ii bis regulation leaves 
it up to the member state to allocate the action to competent authority of its preference.44
if one acknowledges that member states are free to enact national rules on specializa-
tion, it remains to question if in this particular case such national rules are impairing the 
effectiveness of the regulation. as far as belgian rules to adjudicate the child abduction 
cases are concerned, their aim may not be considered inconsistent with the regulation 
42  ag Jääskinen opinion [61]. 
43  ag Jääskinen opinion [52].
44   ag Jääskinen opinion [58]. 
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aims.45 ever since its enactment in 1998 when an emergency procedure as in summary 
proceedings is introduced, and its revision in 2007 when specialisation of judges and a 
concentration of jurisdiction is introduced, such rules aim to reinforce the 1980 Child 
abduction regime.
Further concern relating to national law relates to compatibility of the legislation of the 
member states on concurrent proceedings to particular requirements of expedition and 
effectiveness imposed by the regulation. as in the present case, court of the merits which 
was first seized had to stay its proceedings and wait until the specialized court ruled on 
the child abduction matters. it derives that for the purpose of effectiveness and best in-
terest of a child it would be reasonable to allow the court first seized to proceed also in 
the child abduction matters, as that court has already reached evidences and has relevant 
information on the relationship of the child with both parents, parental abilities, habits of 
the parents, material circumstances of the case in general. 
CJeU rendered a decision on the conformity of specialized courts with the regulation 
2201/2003 on 9th January 2015. CJeU states that provision of article 11(7) does not aim 
to determine the exact national competent authority. Court considers it to be a technical 
provision that determines the modalities of notification of the non-return decision.46CJeU 
held that regulation 2201/2003 is not intended either to modify or to harmonize member 
states’ substantial and procedural rules, but they remain regulated by national legal sourc-
es. still, CJeU emphasized that national provisions cannot undermine the regulation’s 
effet utile, which is particularly directed towards conformity with the fundamental rights 
of the child, as prescribed in particular with article 24 of the Charter of Fundamental 
rights of the european Union. effects of article 24 are particularly directed towards the 
right of a child to maintain personal relationships and direct contact with each parent and 
obligation to ensure the case is dealt with expeditiously. in the end, as long as promptness 
of procedure in adjudicating child abduction cases is not jeopardized, such specialization 
of a court cannot be contrary to effet utile of the regulation.
“in the light of the foregoing, the answer to the question referred is that article 
11(7) and (8) of the regulation must be interpreted as not precluding, as a general 
rule, a member state from allocating to a specialised court the jurisdiction to ex-
amine questions of return or custody with respect to a child in the context of the 
procedure set out in those provisions, even where proceedings on the substance 
of parental responsibility with respect to the child have already, separately, been 
brought before a court or tribunal.”47
45   M. De Hemptinne, „Belgium“, in Concentration of jurisdiction under the Hague Convention of 25 October 
1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction“, special edition of The Judges’ Newsletter on 
International Child Protection, Vol. XX / Summer-Autumn 2013, p. 5-6.
46  bradbrooke v aleksandrowicz [46].
47 ibid, [54]. 
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v. CoNClUDiNg remarKs 
although internal organization of judiciary is not in domain of eU competence nor its 
regulatory activity, national rules on jurisdiction can be decisive for implementation of eU 
acquis. when child abduction cases are at stake, it has been advocated by academics and 
international organizations that concentration of jurisdiction is preferable. by definition, 
concentration of jurisdiction means that within certain national jurisdiction a particular 
court or a limited number of courts can deal with child abduction matters. such structure 
of adjudication can lead to new level of specialization, which would entail that within court 
designated to adjudicate child abduction matters another concentration is proceeded and 
only one or more specialised judges are responsible for handling such cases. as advocated 
by doctrine, the quality of decisions and the efficiency in the disposition of cases are the 
two virtues of a specialized judiciary. Cost-benefit analyses of concentrated jurisdiction 
can be done on its most employed prototype - child abduction cases. as presented in the 
paper, detailed list of pro is far beyond the list of contra. list of the benefits of concentra-
tion and specialization, as well as positive experience of concentrated jurisdictions that 
manage to deal child abduction cases within defined timeframe of 6 weeks are in support 
this CJeU ruling. However, this case file, along with ag opinion, reflects the difficulties 
of handling cases in eU civil justice area. Closer inspection reveals that despite the fact 
that european Commission advocates concentration of jurisdiction, guidance prescribed 
by the same Commission may not always be consistent to national rules. The case at hand 
reaffirms that synergy of such national rules with eU rules is needed. This case file empha-
sizes that CJeU employs the fundamental human rights, particularly the children’s rights 
prescribed by the Charter, to support the idea it finds worthy justification. 
This CJeU ruling reaffirms the standing that it is a matter of the national procedural 
law of a member state to assign a specialist court jurisdiction to consider parental child 
abduction issues. moreover, in context of the provisions of article 11(7)-(8), as long as any 
rules established in relation to the allocation of jurisdiction to the specialist court were 
consistent with the operation and effectiveness of brussels ii bis. Despite rather simple 
standing instruction, CJeU prescribes an “operation and effectiveness test” before any 
national system with concentrated jurisdiction. 
